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ON AN iNTEGRAL EQUATION OCCURING IN
THE THEORY OF VTAVE PROPAGATION

INTRODUC TION

The problem investigated in this paper involves lhe reflection

and diffraction of cylindrical and spherical electromagnetic waves by

an infinitely long circular cylindrical surface of infinite conductivity.

The usual procedure to solve problerns of this kind is to repre-

sent the resultant field o, as the sum of two partial fields,

u = u. * u where u. is the rrincidentrr (undisturbed) field whichrls1
would exist at the point P of observation with no obstacles, and

where u is the rrsecondarytr field which reflects the influence of
s

the diffracting or reflecting obstacle. Apart from the fact that o"

has to fulfill certain initial conditions (for instance finileness and

radiation conditions) it is essentially deterrnined by the fact that

u = u. * u- must be such that the component of the electric vectorrls

tangential to the surface vanishes.

Another method, suggested by Henri Poincar6 regards the

obstacle as an origin of sources, i. e. the secondary fieid o" is

constructed as the result of the influence of a source distribution

over the surface of the obstacle. The boundary condition leads then

to an integral equation wilh the source distribution as the unknown

function. Having determined this, the secondary field due to this



source distribution can be given and the problem is solved. (For the

general theory see, for instance, 17, p. 20]).

This procedure can often, even in simple cases, lead to diffi-

culties far exceeding those involving conventional methods; but its

power makes it excellently suited oLherwise. For instance, the

solution of the classical Summerfeld problem (i. e. the diffraction of

a plane electromagnetic wave by an ideally conducting half plane) by this

method [5], [8] is much more involved than the original analysis.

But it showed that this integral equation method was stunningly suc-

cessful in cases where all other previously known methods were

practically useless (see lZ, p. 66]).

It seerns, roughly speaking, that problems involving two sided

structures with plane boundaries lead to an integral equation of the

convolution type. One sided structures with plane boundaries lead

to a Wiener-Hopf type integrat equation, while in parlicular special

cases sirnpler types are encountered. As an example for the latter

we determine here the line source distribution over the surface of an

ideally conducting circular cylindrical surface when the incidenl field

has the character of a line source (Part I and Part II) or a point

source (Part III). This problem has been solved before by rneans of

Fourier transform methods [9]. The same problem has also been

treated for the electrostatic case I t ] . I t S] (tnis, of course, repre-

sents the special case k = 0). We treat here the general case k I 0



asinI

tegral

beali

9] but by means of the integral equation method. Here the in-

equation for the source distribution as an unknown turns out to

near integral equation of the first kind of the form

Zr
n
\ y(tl K(s, t)dt = f (s)
J
o

The kernel function K(s, t) and the known function f(s) are

such that the standard method of solution can be used. In Part I we

determine at first the two dimensional Greenrs function for the

cylindrical domain by the conventional method. However, we con-

sider here not Helmholtzr s equation

but the equation

Au + kZo - O

Au - yzo = Q

which is obtained from Helmholtzr s equation through replacing k by

-ir1. The transition from k to y amounts to the transition frorn a

wave problem to an exponential decay problem. First the exponential

decay problem is solved and the wave problem solution is established

by returning from y to k. This often not only simplifies possible

questions of convergence (we deal here with functions of monotonic

rather than oscillating character) but in the case of arbitrary time

dependency (not necessarily time harrnonic) of the incident fieId, the

exponential decay problem is of much more importance I tO], I tt].



In Part II we establish and solve the integral equation for the

source distribution on the surface of the cylinder and determine the

secondary field u", which is in agreement with the results of Part I.

By returning to the wave problem (V = ik) we obtain the line current

distribution on the surface of the cylinder which is induced by an

incident cylindrical wave with the axis parallel to the axis of the

cylinder.

In Part III we treat the three-dimensional case, i. e. the

incident field has now the character of a point source. This case

does not require a separate analysis. The derived result can be

obtained from the Z-dimensional case by a further integration. The

wave problem solution yields the current distribution on the cylin-

drical which is induced by the field of a Hertz dipole parallel to the

axis of the cylinder. For both the two dimensional case and the

three dimensional case, expressions for the total field for the internal

source are given in terms of the cylindrical eigenfunctions.



PART I

GREEN I S FUNC TION: LINE SOURCE EXC ITA TION

In Helmh o\tz'i s equation

(I) Au + k2u = Q where k = : = +

It is the wave nurnber, or the frequency, c the velocity of propaga-

tion, and I the wave length]

set

(zl

and obtain

k-iv

(3) Au - y 
2o 

= Q (modified Helrnholtz equation)

If we assume that u depends on two variables, p and Q only

(two dimensional case), we obtain a basic solution of (3) by the well-

known method of the separation of variables of the form

n - 0, +1 , *?,,

Here Irr(V e ) and Krr(V O ) are the modified Besse1 function and the

modified Hankel function respectively (notations are given in the

appendix).

(41 u ={ilj{""Q}



Q(pt, o)

Figure I
(interior case )

We determine the first Greenrs function

respectively for the interior and for the

)-
a) AG - y"G - O

Figure 2

(exterior case)

c and c of (I) and (3)

exterior case. Interpreted

everywhere except where P and O

as a problem in physics G would represent the vector potential A,

of an electromagnetic field which is produced at a point of observation

P due to an infinitely extended (paralle1 to tlne z-axis) homogeneous

line current passing through the point O when the surface of the

cylindrical boundary is ideally reflecting (infinite conductivity).

The conditions for Greents function d are

c oinc ide

l-lb)c+ * Ko(vF6)=E+f xotrnl

everywhere

is regular



c) E = O for p = a (i.e.if P isonthesurfaceof

c ylinde r )

The usual solution technique of I ll]is to represent d as the

sum of two fields, the primary field due to a line source located at

O and a secondary (diffracted) field.

(5)

The primary field is

u=u+ups

(?) op = -**o (

W'e use the addition theorem of the modified Hankel function

IAppendix (tz)]

rr-)

where e istheNeumannnumber, G =I,G =l n=1,2,non
and the same formula with p and pt interchanged for p > pt.

We take the secondary field in the form (4) as

IS= - e L t' Irr(YP) Kn(YP') cos(nQ) (p < P')

n=0

(8) u^ = t e -A-I-(vp) cos(nQ)' s 
?* 

n n n'



=\sL
n=0

o., *rr(' o ) cos (ns)

K (va)
n

exterior problem respectively. Thus Greents

(with unknown coefficients o.r) for the interior and exterior case

respectively. The first expression must be finite inside the cylinder

and the second must tend to zero as p tends to infinity. Since the

line source passes through the x-axis, we have only cosine terms in

the above expansions.

Theboundarycondition q= 0 for p = a leadsthento

(e) *u -0 forp -a

and by (7) and (8) we obtain for the unknown coefficients

Irr(v e 
t)Krr(y a)

I (va)
n

Irr(va)Krr(v p')

p

(10)

for the interior and

function becomes

I
= _-

Zn n coslnq) Irr(V C )

A

A

G
I t€L

n=0 '.t' o'l 
][""

Krr(v a)

T;i(l r ) (v p') -



9

I
_l\-, l2r,

@

'G

Ln
n=0

cos(nQ) K' (vp) -
Irr(v a)

Krr(v a)
K.(Y P )ltr r'f 

[,

for the interior or the exterior respectively. In both cases p < pt

and the sarne formulas hold for p >pt with p and pr interchanged.

Putting y = ik according to (2) and observing that IAppendix (Z), (8)]

I (iz) =n

K (iz) =n

.TT

"'n 
z Jrr(z)

-*ir,.-t'{ ,Ql lr)n

we obtain Greenrs function for the Helmholtz equation.
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PAITT II

LINE SOURCE AND CURRENT DISTRiBUTION

We proceed now to treat the same (two dimensional) case,

assuming that the secondary field o" is produced by a line source

distribution around the surface of the cylinder.

I(+)

v

(pt, o)
----- -r-->

Let the distribution function of the line source at a point (", {)

on the surface of the cylinder be I(+). The secondary field due to

these line sources at a point of observation P is, then,

Figure 4
(exterior case)

(rzl

Figure 3
(interior case)

d

sZr

Zr

J
Q=o

P(p,Q) I r

Again, the primary field at P is



l1

(13)

The boundary condition for the first Greent" E i"

(14)

This

(r 5)

s

(12) and

p
0

(13)

for

"''S),] '*=-**"(

yields, using

2nr

I I(+) *. 
l

{=0 L

2y^l
)

cos

oS + : zn

This is an integral equation of the first kind for the determina-

tion of the line source distribution function. W'e write (15) in the

form

(16)

where

I(t) I((s, t) dt = f (s)

K(s, t) o lrra I sin ll
(r7)

*r pz - z^p

w)f (s)

In order to solve (16)

methods of [12, chapter II].

2rr

t
o

K e#)

= -I K Lao\'

0< s<'?n

we can proceed according to the general

tr-irst, two complete systerns of



tz

orLhonormal functions Q, (s) and Qr,. (t), both in the intervals

0< s < Zr, 0 < t < 2n, rnustbefound. Wechoose

I ."
(18) Sr(s) = (2rl-7""", !. - o, tI, *2,

1

(19) Q*(t) = (2rl z.t*t, * = 0, * l, +2, !...

Next we form the integral

Zn
("

(20) J K(s, t) Qm(t) dt and

t=0

where Ort") is the complex conjugate of 0r(s). W'e obtain then from

(17) and (I9)

'; 
+m(t) 61 = (zn) t T *. [rr" , ",, (=r) l] .'*'0,J K(s, r) +m (t) 61 = (2n)

t=0 t=0 L

+^2-Za'a"."("-,

Using the addition theorem (7) we obtain

r
^of, lsin$) ] 

= Ko (f

2r
("

J K(s, r) +r(s) as

s=0
(2r)

r
= ) e I (v a) Krr(v a) cos[n(s - t)]/- nn

n=0



we insert this into the integral above we

l3

encounter terrns of

if

when

form

2n

J
t=0

Zn ims
e

€ m

and

the

Hence

and

and

(22)

and

obta

(231

if

I
(2n\2I (v a)ln

1

= (Zr)z t, (y a)

-0

(v a)ln

cos[n(s - t1] u'*t dt

K(s, t)r"L (t) dt =' lTl

K(s, t) O, {") a"

= ?nl

-0

ims(ya) e

*r(r") "-ilt

K(s, t)(r
'1Tl

the kernel matrix 
^.!.rn

K

2tj
t=0

arlysimil

?n
P

J
t=0

(')'l '"

.We

zr lzn
= t a,t"rl fs=o k=o

so (20) and (21) are determined.

We have now to show that

2r fz" I
J +*t,l I f K(s, r) ort") a" I a,

r=0 [=o J

then either side ot (22) represents

in irnmediately

!=m

otherwise

if(va) K
rn

a
!.rn
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The kernel rnatrix ^!.rn has the forrn

a

0

0

0

0

a tt
0

0

a
ZZ

0

0

0

a=kn

33

the a ^ are all bounded for arbitrary complex y and all n.lrn

Moreover Isee Appendix (I7)]

I (va) K (va) = O(f ) for larqe nn" 'n' o-

It is therefore evident that the kernel matrix is bounded. Hence

I(t) can be represented in the form of a Fourier series

+€
I \- irnt(24) I(t) =W L y.r, 

"^"'"
lTr= -@

and the coefficients ym are obtained as the solutions of the system

of Iinear equations

ooZn
f C -ils .

L Y.r, "r.r, = f !. = J^ f(s) e '^- ds

rn=I o
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Since only the diagonal elements of the kernel rnatrix ^lrn are

different frorn zero, the Fourier coefficients ym of I(,lr) follow

immediately to be

(z5l

where

v a -f'rn rYlrrl rn

Zt
('

f. - \ rt"l O (s) dsmJm
o

2r - 

-\

= - + f ( lz 
'-r^o,ro"").-t*"d"= - m Jo ^o\v v" *P' -k*Y

by (17). Using again the addition theorem for the integrand on the

right hand side, we obtain

+oo 2t

t - -+'i K(va)r(vp,)f .is(n-*)d"m 
^x,|F L 11 

r' 'n"' ' Jo

n=-@

+oo Zt

= - ;H f ^,,(, P') I,,(y ") J "is(n 
- *'0"

n =-6

accordingly as pr < a or pr > a. Hence

-I
M 1T) ITT

(26)



L6

Finally from (Z5l ard (?3\

Y-
anlZn

(27)

I* (v P')

r ].;f,-m

a ( pt

t K.r, (v Pt)
Y* axlT

I(,{.,) = - (Zral

(2 8)

I(+) = -(?ral

The secondary field u

sions for I(,lr) are inserted

K* (v p' ) imrJ.r

K (va)
lat

K (v")
ITI

and the line distribution I(.!) becomes, then, by Qa\ and (19)

*rc
-'1)

m=-OO

*oo-'II
m=-OO

I-(YP')
i-]6-
rn

imrLre'

_ can now be determined if these expres-
s

into (12). Again, by the addition theorem

K"( @=ir ,r(v 
p ) Krr(v a) e-in(qr -0)

forp<a

Making use of the orthogonality relations, one obtains then



t7

u=
S

+00

1\
2rL

-@

+a
l\-

"r=T )-

Krr(v a)mn

I (va)
n

ffi"tn'

Irr(v e ) ,r(Y P' ) "i'Q

(29\

(ro1

Krr(vel xrr(vo'1uit+ P,

which agree with (8) and (I0).

In order to obtain the tirne

we replace, according to (2), y

(71, (8)l

harmonic case (HelmhoLtz equation)

by ik. This yields Isee Appendix

-I 
+oo

I(+) - -(Zra)-L tL
m=_Cto

J (kp' )
lYlmrn

u(2) 1rr, 1
1T);J6
m

imr-U
e' pt <

I(+) = -(Znal
imrJ

+oott
L

m=-OO

This property I(,.1r) as given by (30) represents the line current

distribution on the surface of an ideally conducting infinitely long

cylinder which is induced by a line current parallel to the axis of this

cylinder passing through the x-axis at a distance pr from the origin.

The time dependency of the inducing line current is given to be

i<rl te . The expression for the induced current distribution in case that

the inducing line current is inside the cylindrical surface (p'< a) is

of considerably sirnpler character than in the exterior case (pt > a).



l8

There is also a possibility to write the

(28), (30) in a somewhat different form. We

known expansion of the f'ourier-Bessel type

first of the equations

rnake use of the well

[ 5, p. 721.

J (b6)
(:r1 fu=v

@

n=l

a J(T
vrrl v vrrL

!)
a

tr '-rcil'1J .(r )- v,II - V+L VrTl

(T isv'n

This forrnula is

:b<a
arbitrarily complex

0)

inserted into (30) to yield

(tz1 I(rJl) = -(r'a) € cos (m0)
rn

T J (T ^d)mrn m mrn a

[ "*, ,r'- {or)'] ,,,,+t (T*. ,)

e cos (mr!)
rn

a r fi d1
rnrn m m,n a

[ 
"r-,,, .r' 

*,, ")2] Jrr+t (T.r,, 
rr)

The former expression for the wave eguation, the latter for the

exponential decay problem and both valid for the interior problem.

These expressions represent I(,+r) as expansions in eigenfunctions

of the two dimensional Helmholtz equation for the cylindrical domain

I Eqrr. 18, appendix].

In order to obtain the total field ot = oi * o" (the firsl Greenrs

function) in terms of eigenfunctions we will not use the residue

0

6

.ththe n--- posilive root of J (x) =v

@

I({) = -(rra)-' f
rn =0

@@-rt TLL
m=0 n=l

ootL
n=l
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theorem approach as employed in [3] and Ig] Uut a more direct one.

The general representation of Greenrs function of an arbitrary domain

for the modified Helmholtz equation Au - y2o = 0 expressed in terms

of eigenfunctions is Itg, p. 183]

LJ

u, (P) u; (O)

n'rklI
!.

Here u, (P) is the system of norrnalized eigenfunctions with

respect to the point of observation, P(p,0), and "f tOt is the corn-

plex conjugate of ol with respect to the source point Q(pt, 0). k,e is

the eigenvalue associated with the lth eigenfunction. We have

IEqrr. 18, appendix]

_t _+ * im6
=a 7r -e

J (Trn rnrnu =uI m,n J ,.(T )lrtft m, n

and the eigenvalues are

k- = k =I m, n

*r

Hence

(33) E- = -(aI

€ cos (mO) J (T
tTt rn mrn 9l r (r

m 111 ,n2nt-r t/-
m=0

ootL
n=I

Tmrn
a

(g
p'
a

-kz

P'< a



for

z0

? -1 i i €mcos(mo)Jm(Tm,,, *) Jm(Tm,n +)
GI =-(a'n) / / r

*,!o *, 
t,, 

_ (e:,**,,,,_,,,)

the wave problem and the exponential decay problem respectively.
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PART III

THREE DIMENSIONAL CASE: POINT SOURCE EXCITATION

The corresponding results for the case of a point source

excitation can be determined from the results of the previous chapter.

The incident field for the line source excitation (free space Greents

function of the two-dimensional modified Helmholtz equation) was

(t+1 oi = -* xo(vc )

The same property for the point source is

(ss1 u. = ---1- "-Y',L +TIT

Here p and r are the distance of the point of observation P frorn

the source Q. We use a well-known formula [6, p. 95 formula 53]

(p? * ,r\-i "-v 
(e zrrzli=r", 

f *olo (v 2**2)jl cos (wz) dw
o

or

(ro1 - *,o' r,')-* "-y 
bzr'z)i= 

+ . - *,f""Jo1r'**1icos(wz)dz
o

This formula expresses the generation of a spherical wave

function by means of a cylindrical wave function. Cornparison with

(34) and (35) shows that in order to obtain the field due to an incident

spherical field from the corresponding field due to a line source, one

has to perform the following operations with the latter. Multip1y by



Ii cos (rw\, replace y
"iT

w from zero to infinity.

c.f. [10], II1].

zz
-> ->l

by (y' * *"\z and integrate with respect to

This method proves often quite successful,

Hence, by this method in the case of a point source excitation

from (28) and (291 tor the exponential decay problem

I (p'
m

ITVV *w
T(+,2) = -*"-'r,

I(a
m

The secondary field becomes then, by (29)

m=o o )

cos(wz) dw
*w

(37)

+6
1\-

""= u, L e

lTl = -@

*oo f oo

""= *) "t,,,* lIrn=_@ L

I (p
n

I (p'
n cos (wz, .r]

1

.o" (*, ) a, I

l
of the point

dis tance p I

lz LVVtw)

K(a
n

+w

the first equation is for a location

of the cylinder on the x-axis at a

t-

r(+,2) =-*"-'n-'f .*cos(mrf 
f *-(p'Jv'**'''

*o* 
')J" cos(wz)dz

re spec tively.

im6

(a a1

In (37) and (38)

source in the interior

I(a
n

2
)
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from the axis and the second equation for the exterior problern. The

integrals above can not be given expiicitly. Again, for the inlerior

problem one can use the series (33) and I(+). Then the following

elementary integral occur s.

(rr"2) cos (wz)
dw

-r (-.J
o

(,'

+ \2 +*z
I

.(s') '
lz

^l^,, ,(']*.)Yy ' \\ a /, 2.-L r- (rra ) ZT

Hence from (32)

dis tribution)

(39) r(+,2) = - j'
oo@.1 \T€LL

m=0 n=

#r

It z
t mrn

for the exponential decay

I)-z
+ (va)"] e

problern and

2
T
mrn- tzl

tL
rn =0

t€L
n=1

J(Tm tn,n #r
(40) I(Q, z) = - * *- 

I
cos(rnr!) Tm m,n

I r-, n' - ro^\t ]+ "- 
l:l

(e'
- l"l

in the case of a point source (the source

cos(mr!) Tm rn,n

J(Tm mrn
J(T )ITl mrn

Jm 
+1 (T

1T), n

t (v 
")z

lTl , n
(k")2
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forthewaveprob1ern.BothforrnuIasarevaIidforp,<

expansions of T(rl,z) into eigenfunctions. The representaLion (40)

represents the currents on a cylindrical surface induced by a }IerLz

dipole parallel to lhe axis of the cylinder at a distance p' from the

axis. These results are the same as those given ln [9] . The electro-

static case Lreated in Ii] can be obtained frorn the preceeding for-

mulasputting y =Q.

The zero" t*,, of the Bessel functions form for every fixed

m on a rrronotonic increasing sequence with respect to n. Hence lhe

expression (4) contains an infinite number of terms which are

exponenlialiy decreasing functions of lz | , no matter how large

ka-r"* In general we have

T'/- /-mn
T (ka

In, n

J (Tm m,n(4r) I(+, r) € cos(ml!)
II

*ri -l
=-E 2" Jm+l (t*,.r)

[(t")z-n
2-t..r, r, J

- rZt

.-'lel
I-z

lTl,

J(Tm In,n
cos(mr.U) Tm m,n

P' ,,

ati -1
2T

[ ,,,,,

'T 
€

L/,mn
I- )karn, n

J*+l (t 
r,,.r)

I-z - tzt
e lat

(k")2

' - {o^1'1
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The first sum is taken over all m,n for which t_,, a ka =

2n
T a the second over all rn,n for which t*,, ) ka. The first sum

represents currents of wave character originating on the surface at

z = O and propagating in the direction of increasing l"l. Their wave

number is

The second term consists of an infinite number of terms which are

exponentially decaying in both z directions. If the expressions (38)

for the secondary field are added to the incident point source field,

the results given in [ 3] and [ 9] are obtained.

The total field or the first Greenrs function for the interior

point source in the three dimensional case expressed in terms of

eigenfunctions can be obtained by applying (36) to the two dimensional

Greenrs function (33). The result is

00@II
=0 n=l

(r * I ,* (t*,.r* )
(421 Et = -1zna)-1 e cos (rn5 )lTl

mrn

Jm 
+1 '(", mrn

1
-2 - tzt

e
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oo 00

-(Zna)-1 t tLL
rn=0 n=I

e cos(rng)
ITI

?)
It --(ka)'l e

mrn

2Jfirn*I m, n

*l J',r(r SrGt= mrn mrn

- lzllal

in agreernent with [3], t9]. For p' = 0 (point source on the cylinder

axis) the summation over m reduces to the term m = 0 only since

all J - 0 for m I 0. In this case lhe double series before reduces
m

to a single series and the results are in agreement with |.16].

Further specialization for the case y = Q leads to the result obtained

in [15]. A number of similar problems involving cylindrical struc-

tures may be found in [1a] .

mrn
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This appendix contains

involving Bes sel functions .

APPENDIX

a list of notations

For details see [ 6

and cer tain properties

, vol. Z, Cln. VII].

List of Notations

is Neumannts number.

-1 -Z t't=I,Z,

v*?n

(1) J (zl
v

(zl Y(zl =v

(3) a?l1r1 =v

n!tr (v+n+I)

/z\
(-r)"r,

@

=\ L
n=0

. 'lT

. 1T -LT V

'z " 1'

(sin n,)-I I J r(zlcos (yn) J ("ll

J(zl+
v

iY (zl
v

(41

(5)

l(zl =v

K ("1
v

1Tr

"'zrtu J @"'2 )v

TI

z Isin (nr)]-I lt_u@7 - ru@\)

uQl (, "v

these functions are the Bessel function, the Neumann function, the

second Hankel function, the modified Bessel function and the

.17-rZ 
)
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modified HankeI func tion respectively.

(5) T . - is the ,rth positive root of J (x) = Q%n - v

Properties of Functions

.r fi
(7) r (zeLZy = .'2" I bl

(B) xulr"ill = -+irr"-ii"rt:',r,

(9) J (zl = (-I)' ,l (r)-nn

(10) I_rr(z) = Irr(z)

(tt) a?l 1r1 = (-l)'rl'l(r)-nn

for n - l, Z,

Addition Theorern

/-- +6
(rz) 

"" (J ^' * b' - zab."" *)= ) r,(a) Knb) "* 
i'0

n=_OO

= t . - I-(a) Krr(b) cos(ng)
L nn

n=0
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interchanged.

Asymptotic Estimates

(t3)

(t4)

(r 5)

(15)

for large n and fixed z

Hence, for large integer n.

(17)

/r\n
J,r(z) - gl

Y(z
n

| (zl
n

(+)" (n - r) !

xn@t- ) (;)-" (n - r)r

,rr(rr) Krr(z 
zl - + @t 

.r-'
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System of Normalized Eigenfunctions of the Two Dimensional
Helmholtz Equation for a Cylindrical Domain

The boundary of the cylinder is p = a. A solution of

Au*k2u=0 is

u = fr(P ) fZb) bY seParation of
var iab le s )

where

f, (e )= J-(p k), fz (+) = "*i*d

for the condition u = 0 at p = a (first boundary value problem) one

gets.

J (ka)=0
m

which leads to

k -k =J laI m,n mrn'

The systern of eigenfunctions is then

u-=u -J fi 4).*i*0.[ m,n m m,n o'

In order to obtain the normalized system we have to form

("f is the complex conjugate of ol) Hence, integrating over 0

aZr

t t o.eof pdpd0=N2
P =0 0=0

a

N2= zn I J-2{k*,rrp)pdp
P=0
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For the evaluation of this integral use [6, p. 90, formula (II)] with

w (oz) = Yg (g:zl. = J (azlvvv

we identify o with n*,, = ,r, ,n/^ and z with p. Hence

to obtain

S " t: @zld,z = i ,' l,rr'u@,\ - zru-r..,z) .r,*r(oz)1

N2 = , {pz[rl ,r*,rr*)- Jm-r(T*,r9tJrr,+r(T-,rr*)]] 

:t,
Inserting the limits and remembering that J*(t*, rr) = 0 we get

N2= -n^', ,(T )J .,(T )m-L rTl,n mfl ITI ,n

W'e now use the recurrence relation [6, p. 12]

J ,(zl + t ,(z) = yvz-'r(r)
v-L y+l v

so finally

J .(T ) = -J .(T )m-I m,n m+t m,n

Nz = n^z I rrr, * t (T.r,, 
r) ]'

and the normalized set of eigenfunctions becomes

1

(18) or = o-,r, - (n^z)-iI Jr,',+t (T.r,,.r)] ' ,-(T-,r, *) .*i*o




